
AI Exosphere Announces Acceptance To 'AWS
Activate' Portfolio Program To Expand
Resources Available To Our Startup

Activate AI Exosphere For HailyAI

AWS Activate accepted AI Exosphere to

AWS Activate Portfolio program with

benefits including AWS credits, training,

support, startup community forum, and

more.

ORLANDO, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES,

September 22, 2021 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- AI Exosphere, LLC,

today announced the acceptance into

AWS Activate, a structured package of

resources for startups, including AWS

credits, training, developer support,

startup community forum, and special offers from third parties. 

AWS Activate bundles resources in packages designed to enable startups of different types to

easily and quickly get started with AWS and successfully use the AWS platform to help grow their

Special thanks to the NVIDIA

Inception team for helping

us get accepted to AWS

Activate for startups.

Additional power is what we

need as we grow HailyAI's

capabilities.”

Said Sal Peer, CEO of AI

Exosphere, LLC

businesses.

For AI Exosphere, it is paramount to gain access to

technology resources that enable us to quickly and easily

get started and scale our business as it grows. Cloud

computing allows us to go beyond the often restricted

resources we have locally and use on-demand, pay-as-you-

go services that can be adjusted as needed while allowing

us to focus on what matters – serving our customers and

innovating. 

"Special thanks to the NVIDIA Inception team for helping

us get accepted to AWS Activate for startups. Additional power is what we need as we grow

HailyAI's capabilities, " said Sal Peer, CEO of AI Exosphere, LLC

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://aiexosphere.com/
https://aws.amazon.com/activate/
https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/deep-learning-ai/startups/


AWS Activate helps address our current need for technology, support, knowledge sharing, and

additional resources that make it even easier to use the cloud to grow our business.

About AI Exosphere

At AI Exosphere, our focus is on Project Hail (HailyAI), an AI voice business assistant who can take

complex digital actions and act in a sales and customer support role. Our mission is to increase

accessibility for global inclusion in the online marketplace. Our voice assistant will help small to

enterprise-sized businesses.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/551788271
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